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RESEARCH SUMMARY 
This publication contains programs and documentation 
to implement an algorithm for calculating lightning fire 
probability. This calculation Is based on a model originally 
developed for the National Fire-Danger Rating System. The 
model algorithm estimates the probability that a lightning 
discharge from cloud to ground will Ignite a fire in fuels at 
the ground terminus of the lightning. Probability Is estl· 
mated using variables that are measures of the fuel state 
and type, rain, and lightning. Details of the model can be 
found in Fuquay and others (1979), Latham (t979), and 
Fuquay (1980). 
The lightning, locating and fir .. forecastlng (LLAFFS) 
system Is designed to combine Ignition probability with 
real-time lightning occurrence, and to transmit the results 
to the land manager. The lightning occurrence Is assumed 
to be given by a Lightning location and Protection, Inc., 
Position Analyzer in the form of a time, latitude, and 
longitude estimate for each lightning event In the area 
covered by the analyzer. The system programs use weather 
variables and the state of the fuels for the place the light· 
nlng hit ground; the algcrlthm Is used to calculate the 
probability that the discharge started a fire. Probabilities 
are added with varying time scales to provide running 
totals that are recorded by the programs. 
The land manager needs to know the location of prob-
able fires. The transmission of this Information must be 
cost-effective and the output convenient to use. We have 
developed a method for storing and transmitting lightning 
fire probability data using a simple printing terminal as a 
user interface device. The area occupied by a character on 
a printed page of text , called a pixel , Is made to corres· 
pond to a geographical area on a map. An array of pr!nted 
characters can thus be used with transparent overlays. The 
overlays "store" permanent Information such as lookouts, 
roads, political boundaries, geographic features, equip-
ment centers, areas of responsibility, or other desired data. 
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This pubUcation contains programs and documentation 
to Implement an algorithm for calculating lightning tire 
probability, developed at the Northern Forest Fire labor-
atory, Intermr.iJntaln Forest and Range Experiment Station. 
The calculation of lightning fire probability is based on a 
model originally developed for the National Flre-Canger 
Rating System. The model algorithm estimates the prot> 
ability that a lightning discharge frorn cloud to ground will 
Ignite a fire In fuels at the ground terminus of the lightn-
Ing. Probability Is estimated using yarlables that are 
measures of the fuel state and type, rain, and lightning. 
Details of the model can be found In Fuquay and others 
(t979). Latham (1979). and Fuquay (1980). 
The lightning-locating and fire-forecasting (LLAFFS) 
syoltem (figs. 1 and 2) Is _ Igned to combine Ignition 
probability with real·t lme lightning occurrence, and to 
transmit the results to the land manager. The lightning oc-
currence Is assumed to be given by a Ughtnlng location 
and Protection, Inc. (lLP) Position Analyzer In the form of 
a time, latitude, and longitude estimate lor each lightning 
event In the area covered by the analyzer. The system pro-
grams use weather variables and the state of the fuels for 
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the place the lightning hit ground; the algorithm is used to 
calculate the probability that the discharge started a fire. 
Probabilities are added with varying time scales to proyide 
running totals that are recorded by the proglams. 
The land manager needs to know the location of prob-
abfe flr9S. The transmission of this information must be 
cost~ffectlve and the output convenient to USB. We have 
developed a method for storing and transmitting lightning 
fire probability data using a simple printing terminal as a 
user Interlace device. The key to the method is that the 
area occupied by a character on a printed page of text, 
called a pixel , can be made to correspond to a geographi-
cal area on a map. An array of printed characters can thus 
t)e used with transparent overlays. The overlays " store" 
permanent information such as IQOkouts, roads, political 
boundaries, geographic features, equipment centers, areas 
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Figure 2 presents a data flow block diagram of LLAFFS. 
In use, the system runs as follows: 
• The data file maker programs are periodically applied 
by the LLAFFS (not the field user) operator to proylde cur· 
rent environmental data, 
· which, along with real·tlme lightning location data, are 
turned Into data flies to be read by the probability calcula· 
tion program, 
• whose output flies become Input flies to the 
"telephone operator," 
- which a field user calls on his/her terminal for the for-
matted fire probability data. 
Our Implementation of the LLAFFS system was done on 
a minicomputer. The programs, written in BASIC, were 
structured to match Its capability for handling seyeral pro-
~-ams and several users at the same time. If such a 
machine I~ nnt 03V~II~bl~ . the programs may be adapted for 
use with a smaller machine, such as some of the common-
ly available microcomputers. 
1.1 COMPUTING MACHINERY REQUIRED 
The minimum machinery necessary to run LLAFFS 
would be a microcomputer, printer, and modem(s). This 
equipment will enable acquisition of AFFIRMS data, con-
trol of an LLP POSition Analyzer (or reception of data from 
one), and output of printed data for local use with overlays 
Overlays also work yery well on the front of CRT displays; 
even the printer might be unnecessary for some applica-
tions (although recommended). More than one modem will 
be required for dial-up access. Interrupt-driven software is 
necessary If a multitasking/multiuser operating system Is 
not available. 
The following sections of this package contain technical 
information for implementation. For an overview, the 
reader may skip to section 2.5.1. 
2.0 INFORMATION FLOW: SYSTEM BLOCK 
DIAGRAM 
Figure 2 presents the oyerall data flow for the LLAFFS 
system. The data Inputs consist of Lightning Actlylty Leyel 
(LAl.), line fuel moisture (FFM), fine fuel bulk density 
(RHOB), upper wlndspeed (UWS), and lightning locations 
(In latitude and longitude) from the position analyzer. Only 
the lightning locations are on·llne (real-time) Inputs; the 
others are entered manually at the host computer. All in-
formation between system programs is passed through 
flies. 
2.0.1 Data Inputs-Geographical 
Assignment 
The Implementation of LLAFFS should begin by choos· 
ing a suitable overlay map scale, pixel size, and map limits 
(fig. 3). The map limits and pixel size are used by the com· 
puter programs onlv In PERIOCIC.BAS (see 2.4.1 and 
tlowchart, appendix C). The program SQRFILLBAS (s"" 
2.2.1) uses Index numbers only and has no explicit geog. 
raphy. A guide map, or the overlay master map, must be 
used to decide the fuel types and AFFIRMS reporting sta-
tions to be used. 
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2.1 DATA INPUTS DESCRIPTION 
/ 
\ 
The Ignition model requires Lightning Actlylty Leyel as 
one of Its Inputs. Fuquay (1980) explains the meaning of 
this number, and proyldes simple methods of estimation. 
Although the LAL specifies a number of lightning strokes, 
the actual number Is used In computation. Another variable 
required Is the steering wlndspeed for storms In the area of 
interest. The Weather Service standard 5OO-mlilibar wlnd-
speed can be used with little error. The fuel bulk density 
can be estimated as shown In Fuquay and others (1979). 
This variable Is important in the calculation; be sure it Is as 
accurate as possible. If none of the fuel models descrlbe<:J 
In table 5 of the aboye paper IIts exactly, howeyer, the 
closest approximation will have to do. In general, RHOa for 
long·needled conifers will be 4 pounds per cubic foot, 
short·needled conliers 6 to 8, grass 2, and broadleaf 
species 4. The remaining input variable, fine fuel moisture, 
Is available from AFFIRMS or Is calculated according to 
the National Flre-Canger Rating System. Ii e dlff.rent 
rating system is In use, then some means of conversion to 
the NFORS 1·hour timelag moisture content must be 
applied. 
2.2 DATA FILE MAKERS 
T~ le data file maker programs are used to set up the 
LLAFFS system and update some of Its Inputs. We will 
discuss the programs In the order In which they are applied 
In use. The flowcharts and program printouts can be found 
In appendix C. Note th.t oil LLAI<FS fltH except 
SORDATA.DTA mUlt be extemilly .... tod It the Inillollm-
ptementotlon of the system. 
2.2.1 SQRFILL.BAS 
This program creates a file SQRDATA.DTA. which c,,-, . 
tains a bulk density (RHOB) and AFFIRMS station code 
number for each of the pixels. The pixels are grouped into 
blocks of four (fig. 3). Each block of fcur has an AFFIRMS 
station assigned to it. Some stations wl il be assigned to 
more than one block. The stations are chosen by the user 
to be most representative for Ughtning Activity Level and 
fine fuel moisture data. This program will probllbly be used 
very seldom, because the bulk densities for th<o pixels, as 
well as AFFIRMS stations, will not change ap'~reciably 
over a season and probably very little from season to 
season. For this reason, SQRFILL is not a very "user 
friendly" program. Details of the tile format are in section 
2-32-
2.2.2 AFFIRMS. BAS 
ThiS is a program which prompts the user to enter LAL 
and FFM values for each selected AFFIRMS reporting sta-
tion in the area covered by the maps. The number of 
stations will vary by the application (fig. 3). Our application 
used 73 stations. Several pixels on a map may use FFM 
and tAL information from the same AFFIRMS station 
(2.2. 1 ~ The file AFFIRMS.082 is updated and passed to 
PERIODIC.BAS. PERIODIC. BAS, by knowing a pixel's 
AFFIRMS station code number, assigns the appropriate 
values of FFM and tAL to a pixel. We wished to keep a run-
ning record of the AFFIRMS data. Because of this, the file 
AFFiRMS.082 can be extended each time AFFIRMS. BAS is 
run. lt is unlikely that this will be desired in most applica-
tions, so we have provided for rewrite or append functions 
In this program. If data files are not desired, answer "R" 
(rewrite) at the "Rewrite (R) or Append (A)" prompt. Choice 
of rewrite mode will wipe out all data that may have been 
filed from previous append mode operations, so take care 
here. 
2.2.3 UWU.BAS 
l.JVoIU.8AS creates a file called UWU.082, which is used 
when PERiODIC.BAS updates the upper windsP'98d varl· 
abie. ln generai, t~e uP!'8" windspeed value will be the 
same for most of the pixels. The varslon of the program 
given here passes, to UWU.082, the current values of the 
upper windspeed .;!! three stations and the date and time. 
The actual calculation of the UWS value.s for each pixel Is 
done in PERIODIC. BAS. As with AFFIRMS.BAS, we have 
an append or rewrite choice. The rewrite choice will wipe 
out any data left from previous append mode operation. 
Take care when answering "Append (A) or Rewrite (R)" If 
data files are to be kept. 
2.2.4 MONITOR.BAS (SUPERMON.BAS) 
The lightning data from an LLP Position Analyzer Is 
received and filed by this program. In our application 
MONITOR Is an Interactive task running on a mUltlta;klng 
machine. There is more than one Input data stream for 
lightning data in this version of the monitor program, as 
wetl as some communication with other computers. Our 
program is included in the package for compieteness and 
as an exampie for generating the buffer files in the correct 
fonnat for PERiODIC. 
3 
The lightning data go into one of two buffer flies, as 
Input for PERIODIC. BAS. These files, BUFFR1.LTG and 
BUFFR2.LTG (2.3.4), are necessary to prevent loss of data 
during the running of PERIODIC. If the machine running 
these programs is not multitasking, then a different 
MONITOR will be necessary 10 prevent lost lightning data. 
One possibility is an interactive program to take advantage 
of the core storage in the Position Analyzer. Other 
schemes depend on the available hardware. 
2.3 DATA FILE DESCRIPTIONS 
As we have seen, there are five intermediate data fil es 
within the LLAFFS system. These contain the updated 
values of the input variables. The files are inputs to the 
probability predictor and output file maker program, 
PERIODIC. BAS. Depending on the type of computer being 
used as the host, the data flies may be updated interac· 
tivelyat any time, except when PERIODIC is reading them 
(2.2.4, 1.1). We will describe the flie contents in the order 
shown in fi gure 2. 
2.3.1 SQRDATA.DTA 
This file, created within SORFILLBAS, contains en-
coded Dulk density and AFFIRMS station code numbers 
for e2ch block of a 24 by 24 array, hence its length of 576. 
The number of blocks depend~ on the implementation. 
Each record contains a number that tells PERIODIC. BAS 
which AFFIRMS data station and RHOB Index are to be us-
ed. Each square is representative of a block of four pixels 
in the final map. Both pieces of information are combined 
into a single number in the file. The form of this number is 
(stat ion number'l(0) + RHOB index. 
2.3.2 AFFIRMS.082 
The fi rst record In this file Is the record number of the 
last record written. The subsequent data Items are packed 
into nine records; they contain the latest data produced by 
AFFIRMS. BAS. The f irst value in the nine records is the 
time in minutes from January 1 of the year that the 
AFFIRMS data was measured. Next are values for FFM and 
LAL, one for each reporting weather station. These values 
are coded (multipleXed) by AFFIRMS. BAS into a single 
number for each station for efficient packing. The form of 
this number is (tAL .1(0) + FFM. The number of AFFIRMS 
stations will vary according to the application; we used 73. 
It Is Important to note that the number of variables is not 
the same as the number of records in the file; there are 
nine records, one for each BASIC "outflle" statement. If 
the rewrite mode Is chosen, the file Is wiped clean; any 
data Ihat has been entered In append mode will be lost. 
2.3.3 UWU.082 
As with AFFIRMS.082, this file, created externally at im· 
plementation, can either be appended to or rewritten. The 
number of records depends on whether the append mode 
or the overwrite mode Is used in UWU.BAS. The first record 
;ontains the record number of the beginning of the latest 
jata written. Then follows a record with the calculated 
local time In minutes since the beginning of the year that 
the observations were taken (as in AFFIRMS.082) and Ihree 
wind speeds. A different time corte scheme can be used. 
The appended file will grow continuously. If the rewrite 
mode is chosen at any time, all data from an appended file 
will be lost. 
2.3.4 BUFFR1.LTG and BUFFR2.LTG 
These are two identical files containing lightning data to 
be read by PERIODIC. They are identical in format, and ran· 
dom in length. They must be initially created at implemen-
tation of LtAFFS. They are alternately read and flushed so 
that the maximum size of either would be in the neigh· 
borhood of 2,0(1) 78-byte records. 
2.4.1 PERIODIC.B:"S-The Main Program 
PERIODIC. BAS (fig. 4) Is the workhorse for LLAFF3. 111:5 
program, running as a background taSk, performs the 
following functions: 
(1) takes in the values of the input variables (RHOB 
FFM, tAL. UWS) from the AFFIRMS.082, SORDATA.082, 
and UWU.082, 
(2) takes in lightning data from BUFFR1 .LTG and 
BUFFR2.LTG, 
(3) gets the appropriate values of variables and light-
ning for each pixel from the flies, 
(4) calculates the probability of Ignition per discharge 
in each pixel , 
(5) updates the half-hour (or other selected interval) 
maps, 
(6) updates the cumUlative (dally) maps, and 
(7) generates archival files. 
F\gIn 4.-PEAIODIC.8AS .unctloNl dl.gron, 
input files to PERIODIC are discussed in section 2.3. The 
output flies (see 2.4.2) are TEMP.MAP, DAILY.MAP, and 
LTNG.082. PERIODIC also uses four files for temporary 
storage as It runs. These are BUFR.MAP, LTOTLDTA and 
HALFHR.CNT. The temporary files are created 'Hhen ihe 
system Is implemented. The first of these temporary files 
is used in merging the last interval 's data with the 
DAILY.MAP file. The second, LTOTLDTA, contains total 
lightning strikes for pixel groups. The third, HALFHR.CNT, 
contains the lightning counts by pixel for the last half-llour 
time period. This file is put In BUFR.MAP and a new 
HALFHR.CNT is Calc"la:ad. The fourth file contains com-
munications between PERIODIC and MONITOR to tell 
MONITOR which lightning location buffer file (see 2.3.4) to 
use. 
The host computer must have a real·time clock so that 
PERIODIC will know what lime It is. The update intervai 
and the beginning-lime of tho 24-hour DAILY. MAP file are 
sst in PERIODIC. For optimum machine use, PERIODIC 
shouid be called from an interrupt routine In the operaling 
system, Instead of having a loop as our version does. In-
deed, if the system Is to be installed on a non-multltasking 
machine, MONITOR must be the control program, running 
all the time, and contain a call to PERIODIC. The two pro-
grams can call each other using a chain command because 
all information is passed in files. A slngl!HJser machine 
may lose some data during the PERIODIC running time 
unless Interrupt-drlven software has been devised. ' 
2.4.2 PERIODIC. BAS Output Flies 
PERIODIC. BAS (figs. 2 and 4) uses three output fli es 
TEMP.MAP, DAILY.MAP, and LTNG.082. The files are ' 
created externally when LtAFFS is implemented. The last 
Is archival and will not be discussed. TEMP. MAP contains 
the latest half-hour counts and DAILY.MAP the cumulative 
~~~~~~~d~ current day. The beginning of the day is set in 
The structure of TEMP and DAILY are shown In figure 5. 
Each record after the first five contains three variables. The 
first is the row and column of the pixel to which the data 
belong. The second variable Is the number of lightning 
discharges that the location equipment claims has struck 
the ground in the area represented by the pixel. The third is 
the probability per discharge of an ignition In the area 
represented by the pixel. The product of probability per 
discharge and the number of discharges , although not 
exact., ~ used f~r the probability thaf8n ignition will occur 
wit"in the ground area represented by the pixel. 
A listing and fiowchart for PERIODIC are In appendix C. 
2.5 SHOWTIME.BAS. The Output Program 
SHOWTIME (figs. 3 and 6) is designed to read the output 
files DAiLY.MAP and TEMP.MAP and format them into 
printer-compalible form for output to the user. A listing and 
detailed flowchart of SHOWTIME are inciuded in appendix 
C. 
The program has been optimized to reduce printing time 
to a minimum. Rows In the output map having no data are 
output as a carriage return-llnefeed pair. The row Is trun· 
cated at the last pixel having data In It. Maps with no data 
are not printed, and a "no data" statement Is output in 
place of the map. 
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2.5.1 OUTPUT FORMAT 
Examples of SHOWTIME.BAS output are shown In 
figures 7 and 8. ln these examples, each pixel represents 
an area on the ground of about 3 miles by 3 miles. There Is, 
of course, nothing sacred about this size-It can be 
changed by altering the programs (see 2.0.1) and overlay 
maps to suit the occasion. 
The lightning density map (fig. 7) is straightforward. An 
"X" Is placed as an Index mark In the upper and lower left 
corners of the printout. The Index mark Is keyed to the 
overlay. Each pixel contains a number. This Is the number 
of strikes the location system says have hit within the cor-
responding overlay area on the ground. Zeroes are sup-
pressed, and more than nine strikes in a pixel Is 
represented by an " .". The t ime period Is specified in the 
text accompanying the printed map. 
The fi re probability map (fig. 8) is almosl as slmpie. Tne 
numbers do not indicate the number of fires expected In 
each pixel. The numbers are codes representing the prob-
ability of a fire being in the pixel. We have tentatively set 
them as follows: a btank Is zero probability, a "1 " means 
probability between 0 and 0.2 or a 20 percent chance of a 
fire, a '2" Is between 0.2 and 0.4 or between 20 and 40 per-
cent, a "3" is between 0.4 and 0.8 or between 40 and 80 per-
cent, and a "4" means that there Is a probability greater 
than 0.8 or 80 percent that there is a fire In the ,.Ixel. This 
coding enables us to put the probabilities in a single 
number for the pixel. Users who prefer a different coding 
scheme or levels are welcome to do so, provided the actual 
calculat ion of the probabilities is not changed. The values 
are set in a subroutine within SHOWTiME. 
tnformatlon on the printout could also represent other 
variables related to an area on the ground, If the variables 
can be represented as a single character. The generation of 
extra Information would go into SHOWTIME. A possible 
use might be a simple fire-<!anger map, or a ratlHlf·spread 
code. To do this, more flies and additions 10 PERIODIC 
would have to be created. 
2.5.2 Warning 
Research indicates that the accuracy of the IIghtnlr,g 
ground strike points is not routinely better than the 3 miles 
we have used for our pixel size. Indeed, In some cases the 
error may be larger than twice that amount. This means 
that the lightning locations and lire probabilities may be 
"off" by at least one pixel. possibly more, in any direction. 
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2.6 FIELD USE 
The field user (Forest level) will need a set of Instruc. 
tlons for use of LlAFFS. The Instructions we used for our 
field trial are Included as appendix A. The Important 
elements of these Instruction. are: 
• Dial-up or other access Instructions must be clear and 
detailed; a lot of Inqulrle. and " handholdlng" will be saved 
by overkill In the Instructions. 
• The map areas covered by the printout pixels must be 
clearly stated and related to familiar geography. 
• Overlays must be simple and easily read. More than one 
overlay map covering the same area Is better than a single 
one with too much information on it. 
• The meanings of the numbers on the printouts must be 
clearly stated. 
Overlays for our application are not Included In this 
package because of their cost and provinciality. We have 
had some success with overlays made from simple hand-
drawn maps such as that of figure 9. These are copied us-
ing a transparency copier such as those used for making 
overhead projections. If desired, Infonmatlon \0 help users 
with this procedure might be given as part of the field 
guide. Transparencies may have to be tailored for use with 
varying kinds of terminals, because terminal print sizes are 
variable. If the users are using only one terminal or one 
kind of lermlnal, this tailoring will not be necessary. 
Appendix B contains a sample user run of the LLAFFS 
output. The message section at I:'" beginning of the run Is 
generated by the operating system of our host computer. If 
this Is desired In other Implementations, It could be part of 
SHOWT!ME. To avoid modifying the program each time the 
message Is 10 be changed, put the message In a file and 
access it in the SHOWTIME program. 
2.7 CONCLUSION 
The programs which are Included In this package_e 
all developed In BASIC for use on a Perl<ln-Elmer 3200 
machine. Adaptation to. other computers may rsqulre some 
program rewriting. In particular, file handling syntax may 
be considerably different. Smaller machines may rsqulre 
morelntenmedlate files because of memory IImliations.lt 
may also be desirable to automate the map output Instead 
of having a dlal·ln system. See also the comments In sec· 
tlons 1.1 and 2.2.4. 
NOTE: Portions of the programs hevlng to do with prob-
ability calculation must not be changed without consulta· 
tion. To make such changes will Invalidate the predictions. 
If this warning Is heeded, the system presented In this 
package will Improve the use of lI~htnlng location net· 
works for fire management. 
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This is the instruction shea! for using experimental 
lightning location and lire probability maps. The maps are 
a jOint effort between Aylatlon and Fire Management of 
Region 1 and the Intermountain Forest and Range Experl. 
ment Station, Northern Forest Fire Laboratory. Our objec. 
tlve Is to make available both current and cumulative Infor-
mation on lightning occurrence and probable fire starts. 
The Information Is In the form of simple printouts designed 
to be used with a Regional overlay map. The computer that 
generates the printouts Is located at the Fire Laboratory. 
The Regional Coordinator's office plans to alert users 
through the Weather teletype network, and distribute the 
n1aps and instructions for use. The printouts can be at>-
t" lned using a 3O().baud printing terminal, such as an 
E, ecuport. The terminal may haye either 80 or 132 print col. 
umns. The printouts, an example of which accompanies 
these InstrUctions, are designed to be used with the 
overlay maps, also supplied. 
The Regional oyerlay map has been dlylded Into l our 
quadrants: NW, NE, SW, and SE. The center 01 the quad. 
rants Is at 47 degrees north latitude and 114 degrees west 
longitude. Each quadrant coyers two degrees In latitude 
and three In longitude: 
NORTHWEST: 47-49 Nand 114-117 W,lncludes part 
or all of the Kanlksu, Kootenai, Flat. 
head, Coeur D'Alene, Lolo, and St. Joe 
Forests, 
NORTHEAST: 47- 49 Nand 111- 114W, lncludes the 
Flathead, Lewis and Clark, Lolo, and 
Helena Forests, 
SOUTHWEST: 45- 47 Nand 114- 117W, lncludes the 
St. Joe, Clearwater, Lolo, Nezperce, and 
Bitterroot Forests, 
SOUTHEAST: 45- 47 Nand 111-114 W, lncludes the 
Lolc, Helena, Deerlodge, Beaverhead, 
and Gallatin Forests. 
The printouts are made with an X In each of the upper 
and lower left·hand corners. These are to be aligned with 
the leftmost top and bottom boundary corners 01 the ap-
propriate quadrant of the overlay map. For example, lf the 
quadrant on the printout Is the NE, the top X goes under 
49N, 114W and the bottom X under 47N, 114Wand so on. 
Those of you with map experience will note that the 
registration of the oyerlay and the map Is not perfect. That 
Is because the printouts are "flat earth" and the maps are 
projections. Expect errors of at least one pixel (that Is 
jargon for one character space on the printout map) In all 
direct ions, and more toward the top of the upper half of the 
oyerlay and the bottom of the lower half . 
• Note: These sample Instructions are from an experl. 
ment and are for user guidelines only. Telephone numbers 
are now different. and LLAFFS Is no longer experimental. 
10 
There are 16 available printout maps, 4 for each 
quadrant. These are: 
• a lightning occurrence map updated each hall-hour 
• a cumulative lightning map, beginning each day at 0.00 
hours, 
• a fire probability map updated each half hour, and 
'a cumulative fire probability map, beginning each day 
at 0400 hours. The numbers on the lightning maps repr ... 
sent the number 01 discharges to thft area represented by 
that pixel (one character space), for both the l-hour and the 
cumulative maps. 
The fire probablllt·, maps have been scaled. The proba. 
bility of fire for each pixel Is reduced to a single number 
from zero to four. The zeroes are not printed for better claro 
Ity. These characters do not translate directly Into numbers 
ottlres. That Is, a " 1" ln a pixel does not mean one lire In 
that a'ea, rather a low but not zero probability 01 a fire. The 
same Is true for a "2", and so on. The larger the number, 
the greater the chance that there Is a fire near the area 
represented by the pixel. Remember that this area Is larger 
than It appears because 01 the accuracy limitations 01 the 
equipment and the overlay display technique. 
Now, how can you get tlK> maps? That Is the easy part. 
First, gat hold of a 300-baud terminal that can hook up to a 
phone line. Then, dial 329-3870, commercial, or 585-3870, 
FTS. When you hear the tone, stick the phone In the terml. 
nal (If It Is that kind). Type a few letters and hit return' the 
messaga 'SIGNON REQUIRED should appear. If It ~s 
not, the computer Is down or the terminal Is not making 
contact. Try once more, and II there Is no response, the 
computer Is probably down. 
If the message 'SIGNON REQUIRED, folloWed by a new 
line beginning with an • ,Is receiVed, type In SIGNON 
ID,125,LTNG, then return. Do not forget the commas, and 
do not leave any spaces except for one after the word 
SIGNON. Put the forest 10 Initials In position 10 or some 
other 10 letters for other users. 00 not use numbers. 10 
may be from one to four letters long. The computer will r ... 
spond with the program SHownME, which begins with 
the date and time and should proceed as shown In the ex. 
amples we have proylded. Some time may elapse bel ore 
the response, but a minus sign (-) will appear right away 
to s~ow that you are hooked up. If you have difficulties and 
haye struggled with them for a while, call us at 585-3494, 
~!;.or 329- 3494, cornmerclal.lf the computer Is down, try 
Please remember that this Is an experiment. We are not 
staffed for a 7-dayweek, 24-hourday, but we will do the 
best we c~n. We would like to have your comments. Either 
pass them through the Regional dispatch center or send 
them directly to Don Latham at the Northern Forest Fire 
Laborotory. We are especially Interested In documented 
comments regarding accuracy. 
APPENDIX B 
A SAMPLE FIELD RUN OF LLAFFS 
§!E~BN ~~~al~~f)LTNG 
*SIGNON DON,125 , LTNG 
- 08/12/8 2 10 :24 :3 2 
- LIGHTNING LOCATION AND FI RE FORECAST SYSTEM (LLAFF S l 
- NEWS -- 08 /11/82 
- ALL SYSY TEMS GO . 
- WHICH QUADRANT WDULD YOU LIKE TO SEE 1 (NW,NE, SW,SEl 
lSI.! 
OPTIONS 
LIGHTNING MAP S 
I . LAST HALF HOUR 
2. CUMULATIVE 
EXPECTED FIRE MAPS 
3. LAST HALF HOUR 
4. CUMULATIVE 
OTHERS 
~ . 1 AND ? 
6. 3 AND 4 
7 . 2 AND 4 











IS THE SDUTHWEST CUMULATIVE 
MAP COVERS THE PERIOD 
LI CHTN I NG MAP. 
08/11 11:00 ( MDTl 




12 1 -:) 
1 
111 
1 ;.~ 111 
111 1 12 
11 11 
1 
1 11 -, 
I 1 2 211 1 
11 2 1 1 I 
2 2 1I1 11 2 11 
I 111 2 1 11 
11 2 1 
I II 2 
I 2 1 
2 12 11 
11 I ~~ I 
1 . 
WERE 296 STRIK ES IN THE QUADRANT . 
12 
11 





3 11 3 1 I 
I I 1 1 
111 3 12 1 
11 1 3 1 
11211 11 1 
I 
















BEST DOCUMENT AVAILA · U 
THIS IS TH E SOUTH WEST CUMULATIVE EXPECTED FIRE MAP . 
THIS MAP COVERS THE PERIOD 
FROM OBl11 11 :00 (MDT) 







1 1 11 
1 
1 2 1 111 1 1 
1 1 1 I 1 
11 1 1 1 11 1 11 1 
1 
1 
1 11 1 1 I 
X 
1 
1 : 1 
I 2 
111 11111 11 1 
1 1 111 1 1 1 
1 I 1 1 11 1 1 1 
11 11 1 11 1 
1 I 11 11 
1 11 1 1 1 
1 1 1 111 1 
1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 
111 1 1 1 1 
1 1111 1 11 
11 1 ~ 
1 1 1 
1 11 
1 11 1 1 




THERE WERE 230 SQUAR ES EXPECTING FIRES . 
****** ~***.*~***********************~****~********** *********** 
MORE MAPS? (Y OR N) 
lY 




















IS THE SOUTHEAST CUMULATIVE 
MAP COVERS THE PERIOD 
OBlll 11: 00 (MDT> 
09 /1 2 09:40 (MDTl 
LI GHTNING MAP . 













































.. 2 2 1 2 
1 3 1 1 
112 
13211 1 1 
3 3 1 
1 1 1 2 
1 2 1 1 1 11 
12 21 1 2 1. 







X 1 1 
THERE WERE 313 STRIKES IN THE QUADRANT 
**************************************** • •• ***********.**.* •• ** 
14 
2 
THIS I S THE SOUTHEAST CUMULATIVE EXPECTED FIRE MAP . 
THI S MAP COV ERS THE PERIOD 
FROM 08111 11 : 00 (MD T) 
TO 08 / 12 09 : 40 (M DT) 
*********************** **************************************** 
X I I I I 
2 I I I II 
II I 
I I I I I I II 
I I I I I 
I I I II "1 II 
I I I I 
II 11 2 
11 11 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 
1 11 
1 I 1 1 
I 1 I 1 
1 
I 
I I 1 I 1 
1 I 1 I 11 





11 I I I I 
I 
11 11 
11 I 1 
X 
111 1 






11 1 I 
1 1 
11 I 
1 '111 1 1 
1 I 1 1 
I I I 
11 2 11 
2 · 1 
I 1 2 
I I 1 1 1 I 
12 2 1 1 2 1 
1 1 I 11 




BEST OOCUfVlENT AVmlA LE 
APPENDIX C 
FLOW CHARTS AND PROGRAMS 
AFFIRMS DATA UP DATER 
( START) 
INPUT MEASUREMENT DATE 
M, 0, H 
T • (M - 11 44640 + 14«lD + 60 H 
OAT A- ENTRY LOOP 
INPUT LAL. FMI FROM EACH OF 23 
FIRE WEATHER STATIONS 
SET Alii • LAL • 100 + FMI 
1121. 2 •.. •.. .. • 73) 
I APPEND T, A (1), A (2) •.. •. . • A (73) TO BOI • 082 I 
( STOP ) 
16 
fOR I • 1 TO NO. SQUARES , 
INPUT WEATliER STATION, 
INPUT fua TYPE INOEX, 
ENCODE 
OUTPUT TO fiLE 
NEXT I 
SQRf ll . BAS 
. 17 
BEST CQ~~~r:;J1 lu·J,J:.c:~r-





CONVERT TI ME 
TO MINUTES FROM 
BEGINNING OF THE YEAR 
EXIT 
GET CURRENT PERIODIC 
COUNT AS WRITIEN BY 
PERIODIC . BAS FROM 
RECORD 0 OF HAlf HR. 
COUNT 
f· · .. ·r-1~ 
ill .. 1", . . • ..... 
SUPERMON . BAS 
SET CONSTANTS 
INITIAliZE VARIABLES 
PRINT RE- ENTER MESSAGE 
OPEN HALF HR. COUNT 
OPEN VERBOSE.BOI 





CLOSE CURRENT BUFFER FILE 
LAST COUNT· CURRENT COUNT 
OPEN " OTHER" BUFFER FILE 
CHANGE RECORD 1 OF HALF HR. 








L _ WRITES INPUTASClllINE,PA PROGRAM o OUTPUT, 
OUR HANDLER r---- WITH MONTH AND DAY TACKEDON. 
"----....... TOTHE CURRENT BUFFER FILE 
I OTHER HANDLER ~ SAME AS ABOVE, BUT WRITES TO VERBOSE. BOI FILE 
PASSES AFFIRMS DATA AROUND OUR 
SMAll COMPUTER NETWORK 
















HAlF HR. CNT . . 
SET COUNTS TO 1 
GET CURRENT 
TIME IN MINUTES, 
FROM 
START OF YEAR 








RESET " NO NEW 
WEATHER " 
FLAG· FALSE 
PERIOD IC . BAS 
(Page 2) 
22 
EXTRACT HR. . MIN., LAT., 
LONG., KINO, STRENGTHS. 




GET USER COUNT 
FROM TEMP. MAP 
WRITE NEW TEMP, 





SEE LIGHTNING-FIRE IGNITION 




r. li"~~ r ~ l r;-It tJ r~ .. J.., J ~ .' ... i: 
ENCODE THE 
OPTI ON SEQUENCE 
02 -03 (02- 4) 
SET MAP PLOT TO 
EXPECTED FIRES 
04 - 2 
SET 01 FOR 
HALF HR. OR 
CUMULATIVE 
SHOWTl ME . BAS 
(Page 2) 
04 - 1 
SET MAP PLOT 
TO LOCATIONS 
26 
, ... . \:' 
• .* .. ,1. 
BEST ' \ . ~~~p :t "-.oJ. ~ i ~ , ... L 
SHOWTIME , BAS 
(Page 31 
OPEN TEMP, MAP OR 
DAILY, MAP 
07 $ (011 
SET DEFAULT 
FIRST RECORD 
FLAG - 4 R9 - 4 
(PHYSICAL RECORD 51 
27 
BEST DOCU. ~ENT J\U AIUB1LE 
YES 




R9 - R9 + L3 (I) 
READ (F I RST READ 
RECORD - 1) 
TO POSITION FILE 
NO 
PRINT FORM FEED, MAP TYPE, 
MAP PLOT TYPE, 
COVERAGE PER 100 
28 
BEST DOCUMErJl ~V i JnE 
• NOTE : If a map has only two records, 
they are the corner symbols 
and the map is empty . 
SHCM'TlME . BAS 
(Page 5) 
Rl ' 1 BEG INNING MAP ROW 
PRINT NO STRIKES 
MESSAGE 
Pl · 1 LAST MAP COLUM'l WRITIEN + 1 
K8 · 0 COUNTER FOR LI GHTN I NG OR 
PREDICTED FIRES 
GET COUNT - K9 
LOCATION - L9 
PROBABILITY - P9 
29 
SHC1NTlME . BAS 
(Page 6) 
30 
FILL LINE BUFFER 
WITH BLANKS FROM 
MAP COL TO 
LlGHTN ING COL. 
FOR J - P2- C2 - I 
L$(J)- "" 
NEXT J 
L$IJ) - P$ 
PLOT STRING 
PUT IN LINE BUFFER 
INCREMENT 
MAP COLUMN 
P2 - J + I 
SHOWTlME. BAS 
(Page 7) 
TO PAGE 8 
31 
INC MAP ROW 
RI - RI + I 
RESET MAP COL 
P2 - list CHAR. 
OF BUFFER BLANK 
L$Ii)-" " 
PRINTLAST BUFFERED 
LI NE FROM COL. I TO 
LAST COL WRITIEN 
FORK - ITOR2-1 
j ON (7) L$ IK) ; 
NEXT K 
.... ------l D 
DECREMENT 
USER liN FILE) 
COUNT (OUT FILE) 
SHOWTlME . BAS 
(Page 8) 
32 
SET 2 2nd PASS FLAGS 












































THIS IS THE SET OF PROGRAMS FOR LLAFFS WRITTEN ON/FOR THE PERKIN-
ELMER 3200 IN BASIC. TH[ ABRREVTATION I IS USE" FOR PRINT AT TIMES 
IN THESE PROGRAMS. ALL OTHER FUNCTIO~S ARE SPELLED OUT. 
~#""##############~##""HM#H~HHff~H#######H####H#~U##H#HNH###U###U## 
REM PROGRAM SQRFIL.BA -- CRE ATfS AND FILLS THE FILE SQRDATA.DTA 
REM THE FILE CAN BE GTVEN A NAME OTHER THAN ·~QRDATA.oTA· 
DIM FSI121.ESI51 
REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
REM PROMPT THE USER 
REI" 
ONERROR GOTO 80 
PRINT"NU~BER OF SQUARES YOUR ARFA IS SECTIONED INTO ?" 
INPuT SO 
ONERROR GO TO 110 
PRINT"NAI"E FOR THE DATA FILE? ITYPE '0' FOR OEFAULT=·SQRDATA.DTA·I" 
I'JPUT FS 
IF FS="D" THEN FS="SQRoATA.oTA" 
RE~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
REM CREATE AND OPEN FILE 
REM 





IF E=10 THEN I"ILLEGAL FILE NAMf."IGOTO 100 
IF E<>22 THEN I"ERR NO."I E ;"AT LINE NO"I ERLIOI:STOP 
PRINT"FILE "I FS I" ALRfAoy EXI~TS." 
PRINT"TO DELETE "; FS I" THEN RECREATf IT. TYPE 1" 
PRINT"TO STOP TYPE O. TO TRY A NEw NAME. TYPf 2" 
ONERROR GO TO 2'10 
I NPUT 01 
IF 01=0 THEN STOP 
IF 01=1 THEN DELETf FS:GOTO 170 
GOTO 100 
REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
REM FlLL THE FILE 
REM 
FOR 1=1 TO SO 
ONERROR GOTO 370 
PRTNT"SQUARE NO."; II"wEATHER STATION NRR.= " 
INPUT WO 
O" ERROR GOTO '100 
PRINT"SQR NO."I I I"FUEL TYPE INDE~.=" 
I NPUT FO 
wO= wO*100+FO 
33 




,6 0 PRTN T FS I" FILLED AND CLOSED." 
'11'1 11" '" ~ ~ I I, .. " l. "w e 
470 END 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
AFFIRMS UPDATING PROGRAM 
THI~ PROGHAM USES THE FILE ~FFIRMs.n62 lOR OTHER YfARI 
WHICH ~uST BE EXTERN~LLY C.EATfn AT IMPLEMENTATlnN. 
••••••• * •• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••• * ••• ~* ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10 nEM AFFIR~S.BAS -- AFFIR MS.YYY FILE UPOAT[R 
20 CLOSE5:0PEN "CO~:".5.0 
~O aIM A(73).SOSI11.YSI'I).FSI121 
40 PRTNT ON(5)"PROGHAM AFFIRM~/IENTER yEAR OF nATA 12 DIGITSI":INPUT ONI~IYS 
50 FS="AFFIRMS.O"+YS 
~ O CLOSE1:0PEN Fs.1.0:INFJLE ONI1.0)Z.Zl 
70 PRTNT ON(5)"HEWRITE IR) OR APPENOIA) ?":I I/PUT ONI51S0S 
~o IF SOS="R" THEM Z=O ELSE IF SOS<>"A" GOTO 7n 
90 IF Z<l TIiEr! PRINT O N I~)IIWARNI~G -- IN REWRIT" MODE." 
100 P~TNT ONI51 " ENTER 0 TO STOP. ANY OTHER NUMHEQ TO COMTI . UE." 
ltD ONrRROR GOTO Ion 
120 INPUT ON(5)SO 
130 IF SO=O THEN STOP 
140 PRTNT ON(5)"ENT[~ MO.DAy.HR OF rEAS. II OR 2 nTGITSI":I NPUT ON(5)M.D.H 
150 T=/M-1).44640+0.1 .... 0+H*60 
160 ONERROR GOTO 21n 
170 FOR 1=1 TO 73 
160 PRTNT ONI51"E NTER STATTON ~O. "I I 
190 PRT NT O~IS)"LAL=":I~PUT ONIS)L 
200 PRI NT ONISI"FMI=":INPUT ON/SIF: GOTn 2~0 
PI0 P~JNT ON(5)CHRSI71 I"ERROR": GoTO lAO 
2~0 AII)=L*lOO+F 
2~O "'ExTl 
2'10 ONEPROR GOTO 370 
2S0 HEM I. APPEND NEW DATA TO rND of FILE ., 
260 OUTFILE ONl1.Z+1)T.All).AI2).A/31.AI .. ).AI5).AI~).AI7).Alel 
?70 OllTFILE ONll IAI91 .Alln) .~111I.AIl2) .A1131 .AI141.A(15) .A(16) .A(17) 
2 80 OU TFILf nN I1IA(16).Alt9).A/20).AI21).AI22).AI~3).AI24).AI25).A(26) 
~9 0 rUTFILf ONII1AI~7).AI2AI.A/29).AI30).4/31).AI·2).AI33).AI34).A13S1 
~OO OIi TFILf 0'! IIIA(36) .AI~7) .A(38) .A(39) .A/401 .A(41) .~. /'12) .A(43) .AI .... ) 
310 OIiTFILf ON(1)AI'I :' ) .AI'I6) .A/47) .AI'I6) .A/'19).~1 !, 01.~IS11.AIS2) .A(53) 
320 nUT FILE orHl)ftI5'" .AI~51.A/56) .AIS7) .A/S6) .Ai~'1) .A(60) .~(61) .~1621 
~~O OUTFILf ONI11A(63).AI~4).A/6S).AI66).A/67).~/~A).AI69).AI10).A1711 
340 OUTFILf ON(1)AI72).AI73) 
3S0 Z=7+9:0UTFILf ONl1.017. Z1 
560 CLOSE1: PRINT O~IS)"OATE " I T I" ApPENDED TO FILE" I FS:STOP 
370 PRJNT ONISI"[RROR" I ERRllt6S) I" LIN,": [Run, 
~e o n :o 
•••••••• ** ••• * ••••••••••••••• ~ •••••• * ••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••• A 
BEST 
UPPER WINO SPEED UPDATE PROGRAM 
THIS PROGRA~ USES THE FILE UwU.OA2 (OR OTHER yEARI 
WHICH MUST BE EXTERNALLY CREATED AT IMPLEMENTATION. 
••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• ** ••••••••••• ***.* ••••••• **** ••• 
10 REM UWU.BAS -- UPPER WINO ~PEEn FILE (UWU.yyy, UPOATER 
20 CLOSESIOPEN"CON:".S.O 
~o OI~ WI4,.G(3.3',C(3',SI3' 
40 OIl' YSI41,SOS(I',FS(12',CSI12, 
sO PRINT ON(S'"PROGRAM UWU" 
60 PRINT ON(SI"YEAR PRESENTLY SET FOR 198'":YS="~'" 
70 FS="UWU.O"+YS 
80 CLOSE1:0PENFS,I,0:INFILE ON(l,n'ZI 
90 PRINT ON(51"REWRITE (R' OR APPEND (A' ? " 
100 INPUT ONIS'SOS 
110 IF SOS="R" THEN Zl=O ELSE IF SOS<)·A· GOTO 90 
120 IF Zl<l THEN PRINT ONI~'·WARNING -- iN REWRITE MODE.": GOTO 150 
130 INFILE ONll,ZlIU,H(l"HI21,H(3' 
1 .. 0 PRINT"LAST UWU RECORD IS " I U I HIll I H(2' I H(3' 
ISO PRINT"ENTER 0 TO STOP. ANY NUMBER TO RESUME U~U-RUN" 
160 INPUT ONIS'I 
170 IF 1=0 THEN STOP 
180 PRINT ONIS,"ENTER 
190 PRINT ONISI"ENTER 
200 PRINT ONIS'·ENTER 
210 PRINT ONIS'"ENTER 
220 INPUT ONI5'M,0,H 
500MB wINO SPO FOR 
500MB WINO SPO FOR 
500MB WINO S~D FOR 
MO.OAy.HR OF MEAS. 
230 T=(M-l, ... 46 .. 0+0.1 .. 40+H.60 
2 .. 0 OUTFILE ONll,Zl+1'T,Wll"WI21,wI31 




11 OR 2 IJIGITS'" 
260 CLOSE1: PRINT ONIS'TIW(11IWI2'IWI3'I·APPENOrD TO "IFSI" FOR "IMIDIH 
270 END 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MONITOR PROGRAM 
MONITOR USES SEVERAL FILES. THESE ARE SPECIFIC TO 
THE APPLICATION, EXCEPT FOR BUFFR1.lTG AND BUFFR2.LTG. 
THESE TWO ARE REQUIRED FOR pERIODIC.BAS. ALL FILES IN 
MONITOR MUST BE EXTERNALLY CREATED AT IMpLEMENTATION. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10 CLOSE 7:0PEN "CON:",7.0 
20 REM ••••• PROGRAM SUPERMON 
30 DIM LSI801.~lSI11,BO$180'.FSI12',YSI2',M1S(21.01S121.XSll'.ESISI 
40 'lIM A9SI11,N9SI1'.D2SI1',C1SI1,.C2SI11,C3SI1,.C4SI1,.CSSllI 




90 Il=1 112=2:S1=1 
100 BSlll="BUFFR1.LTG·:BSI2'=·BUFFR2.LT~· 
110 PRINT ONI7'02S1 C2S 
35 
BEST DOCU~'ENT AVAlUmtE 
120 ONERROR GOTO 710 
130 RrM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 .. 0 OPEN ·HALFHR.CNT· .... O " 
ISO OPEN ·VERBOSE.BOI·.2Al;OPEN "BuFFR1.LTG·,1.1 
160 GOTO 250 
170 REM ••• CHEC~ FOR END OF HALF HOUR PERIOD •••••••••••••••••••• 
180 INFILE ON14.01S0 
190 IF SO=SI THEN RETURN 
200 CLOSE Ul:F=F+Sl:S1=SO 
210 OPEN BSIF,.Ul,l 
'-20 OUTFILE ONI ... IIS1 
230 RETURN 
240 REM ••••• WAIT FOR INPUT ONI71 FROM COMPUCORP 
2S0 LINPUT ONI71ROS 
260 XS=BOSlIl.Ill:LS=BOSII2.':TO=A~CIXSI 
270 ONTO GOTO 300,330.470,360 
280 PRTNT ONI7'D2S1 CSSI·PElINVALIn COMMANn·: GOT P 250 
290 RE" •••••• OUR LTNG INFO HANDLER 
300 OUTFILf ONIU1'LS 
305 GCSUB 180 
310 GOTO 250 
320 REM •••••• BOISE LTNG INFO HANDLER •••••• 
~3C OUTFILf ONI2'LS 
3 .. 0 GOTO 2S0 
350 HE" •••••• UPPER WIND HANDLER •••••• 
360 GOSUB 680 
370 F'=·UWU.O"+YS:CLOSE S:OPEN FS.~.O : INFILE ONIS.OIZ,Zl 
380 IF Z=Zl THEN PRINT ONI7IN9S: GoTO 250 
390 pqrNT ONI7'A9S 
1100 Zl=Zl+1 
1110 I NFILE ONIS.ZlIAll'.AI21.AI31 
420 FOR I=lT03:PRINT ONI7IAIII:NEXTI 
.. 30 INPUT ONI7'~lS: IF ~lS<)A9S GOTO 420 
11 .. 0 IF Z=Zl THEN PRINT ONI71C3s EL~E PRINT ONI7,CuS: GOTO 400 
.. SO OUTFILF ONIS.OIZ.Zl:CLOSE 5: GO TO 2~0 
460 Rf" •••••• READ LATEST AFFIRMS nATA AND PASS TO COMPUCORP 
470 GO~UB 680 
1180 FS=·AFFIRMS.O"+YS:CLO~E 5:0PEN FS,S.O:TNFILE ONIS,OIZ.Zl 
.. 90 IF Z=Zl THEN PRINT ONI7'N9s: GoTO 2~0 
SOO PRINT ONI71A9S 
510 Zl=Zl+9 
520 INFILE ON(5.Z-8IT.Alll.AI2'.AI~I.AIII'.AIS'.A(~I,AI71.AI8' 
530 INFILE ONI5IAI91.AII01.AI111'AI12'.AI1~'.AI1 .. ',AllSI.AI16'.AI171 
540 INFILE ONI5IA(18',AI191.AI~01.AI211.AI'21,AI2~I.AI241,AI251.A1261 
5S0 INFILE ONI5IAI271.AI2A'.A('91.AI301.AI~11.AI3?I,AI331,AI34',A(35' 
560 INFILE ON(S'AI 361 , AI371, A I~8'.4(391.AIIIO'.AI .. 11.AI42'.AI .. 31,A11141 
~70 I NFILE ON(S,AIIISI.AIII61.'14 71 .AI"81,AIII9,.AI501,AIS1'.AI521,A1531 
580 I NFILE ONIS'AI5"'.AISSI.AI~6'.AI57'.AI~8"AI591.AI60',AI61'.A162' 
590 I NFILE ONI5'AI631,AI641.A(~S,.AI661.AI~7 1.AI6AI,AI69"AI701,A1711 
36 
600 INFILE ON151A1721.A1731 
610 PRINT ONI71T 
620 FOR 1=1 TO 73:PRINT ONI7IAIII:NEXTI 
530 INPUT ONI7IK1S: IF K1S(>A9S T~EN I"BAn BLK": GOTO 610 
6~0 IF Z=Z1 T~EN PRINT ONI71C3s EL~E PRINT ONI7IC4S: GOTO 510 
650 OUTFILE ONI5.0IZ.Z1:CLOSE ~ 
660 GOTO 250 
670 REM •••••• GET nATE •••••• 
680 Os=GETDATESIOI 
690 YS=DSI7.81 :''I15=DSI1.21 :D1S=Dsr~.51 :RETIIRN 
700 REM •••••• ERROR HANDLER •••••• 
710 Es=ERRSIOI:E=VALIESI 
720 PRINT ONI7ID2SIC5S;:PRINT ONI71"ERROR NO -"IE·I" AT LINE NO. "IERLIOI 
730 STOP 
7~0 EN~ 
** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••• *** •••••••• 
PFRIODIC •••••• THE FILEMAKER AND PROBABILITY PROGRAM 
PERIODIC USES SEVERAL FILES. ALL MUST BE CRF.ATED AT THE 
TIME OF I~PLEMENTATION. THE FILES ARF.: HALF~R.CNT. 
LTOTL.DTA. TEMP.MAP.RUFR.~AP. BUFFR1.LTG. BUFFR2.LTG. 
LTNG.082. AND DAILY.MAP. ITNG.082 IS THE DATA ARCHIVE. AND MAY 
NOT BE ~ECESSARY FOR SOME USERS. 
••••••••••••••••••••• ** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10 REM PROGRAM PERIODIC 
20 REM FLOPS THE STATE OF RECoRD NBR. 0 IN THE FILE 'HALFHR.CNT' 
30 REM EVERY HALF HOUR. MAKES THF MAP 'TFMP~MAP' FOR S~OWTIME USERS. 
40 DIM BSI10.21.KSI21.M1S121.DSI~I.HSI21.M2S121.lS1801.C915761 
50 DIM PSI41.T8S12.41.T9S12.~I.SASI61.S7S161.M8~r11.M7S121 
60 DIM LOI10001.KOI10001.L31~I.M9S11.21.~8121.L1S161.L2S171 
70 DIM D1S181.TSI81.D9S121.N9SI~I.F1S191.F2'IAI.L5141 
80 DIM SI61.S9161.S3161.~4161.AI731.PI5761.P9110001.GI61 









180 L9=47:R9=2:L8=114:R8=3:20=0: Y1=24:C6=~ 
190 S2=1:C1=1:C2=2:C3=3:C4=4:QO=2~0:F=2 
~OO GI11=0:GI21=30:GI31=60:GI41=1~0:GI51=10000 
210 FOR 1=1 TO 5:GIII~GIII*100/250:NEXTI . 
~20 FOR 1=1 TO 576:C9III=1:NEXTI 
230 RFM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
240 opEN"HALFHR.CNT".1.0 
250 ouTFILE ONI1.0IS1:0UTFILE ON11.11S1 





















































REM .***** ••• * •• ** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••• 
FOR 1=1 TO 1500:Q=0:NEXTI 
GOSUB '180 
IF TO-T9(T3 GO TO 300 
S1=S1*M1:0UTFILE ONI1.0IS1: GOTO 560 
RrM •• *.* ••••••••••••••••• ** ••••••••••• ** ••••••• 
G1=1 
IF 2(=GIG11 THEN RETURN 
IF G1=5 THEN RETuRN ELSE G1=G1+1 
GOTO 360 




IF S=20 THE~ ouTFILE ONIX3.0IM1:RETURN 
GOSUB 480 










REM ••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
L~111=2:L3121=QO+2:L3131=2.Qo+2:L3141=3*QO+2:PS="0000":F9=0 






IF SO(>S2 THEN S2=SO:CLOSE1:RETURN 






























































IF EOFC21 THEN F9=-1 
RrTURN 
RfM ••••••••••• * •••• ** ••••••••••••••• 
IF LENCLSI<>7S THEN RETURN 
HlS=LSC1.21:0$=LSC3.'I1 
N9S=LSCS.81 







IF 09=Cl THEN 09=C2 ELSE 09=C1 
SRC091=VALCS7SII~9SCD91=H7S 
T9SC11=HlSIT9SC21=DSIT9SC31=HSIT9SC'II=H2S 
OIlTFIlE ONC3Il6.l7.S811 I .~aC21.H9SClI.H9SC:>1 .KS.Hl$.OS.HS.H2S 
Ll=L9-L6IL2=L8-l7 
IF ABSCL11>=R9 THEN RETURN 




IF Ll>=ZO THEN Z=O ELSE Ll=C2+LlIZ=-2 




IF CBO<=LOC~IIORCK>L3IZI1 GO TO 1060 
K=K+C11 GOTO 10'10 
IF K>L3CZI THEN lOCKI=BOIKOCK1=1:P9CK1=PCXllll3IZI=K:RETURN 
IF BO=lOCKI THEN KOCK1=KOCKI+r.1:RETURN 




































































OPEN FlS.2.010PEN F2S.3.1 
INFILE ONC2.3IL5C11.L5C21:INFTLE ONC2.'IIL5C31.L5C'I1 
FOR 1=1 TO 'I 
K=CQO.CI-lll+1:Kl=L5II1 
FOR J=l TO Kl 
INFILE ONC2IK'I.L'I.P4 




IF K<=L3CII GOTO 1500 
IF J~K1 GOTO 1500 
J2=J+l1 GO TO 1450 
IF LOCKI<L'I GOTO 1410 
OUTFILE ONC3IK4.L'I.P4: GOTO l~OO 
OUTFILE ONC3IKOCKI.LOCKI.P9CKI 
K=K+l:L5CII=L5CII+l 
IF K<=L3CII GOTO 1320 
IF J=K1 GOTO 1500 ELSE J2=J 






IF K>L3CII GOTO 1560 








OIlTFIlE ONC2.3ILSC11 .LSC21 IOUTFILE ONI2.'IIL5C31.L5C41 
INFILE ONC3IK'I.L'I.P'I 
IF EOFC~I GOTO 1650 
OUTFILE ONC2IK'I.L'I.P4 
GOTO 1610 
CLOSE310ELETE F2SICREATE F2S.,.12 
OIlTFIlE ONC2.0IZ0ICLOSE2 

























































FOR 1=0 TO 3 
K=QO.I 











FOR 1=1 TO 576 
INFILE ON(1)Z,Zl 
GOSUB 350 













IF Z=N8 GOTO 2150 
N'!=0:N8=Z 
!NFILf ONI2,Z-8'Zl,All).AI2',AI~',AI .. "AI5',AI6',AI7',AI81 
1 ~FILF ONI2'A(9),AII01,AI!1,.iI121,AI13,.AI1"',AI15"AI161,AI171 
I NFILr ONI2IA(18),Allql,AI201.AI21),AI22',AI~3',AI2"',AI251,A1261 
I NFILf ONI2' ~ 127',AI28,.AI29,.AI301,AI31',AI~2',AI331,AI3"',A135, 
I NFILf ON I2'AI~61.AI~7',AI381.AI391,AI"O',AI"l',AI"2',AI"31,A1 .. 4, 
INFILE ON I2'AI451.AI"~I,AI"71.AI481,A I ~91,AI~01,AI511,AI521,A153, 
I NFILf ON I2'AI5"),AI~5),AI56).AI571,AI58',AI~9',AI60,.AI611,A1621 
INFILE 0 ~ 12IA(63),AI6",.AI651.AI661.AI671,AlfA),AI69',AI701,A171' 




IF C8 THEN 119=0 
IF N9 THEN RETUR N 
OPEN"SaRDATA,DTA",2.2 


































BEST Df)CU\'~.n A 
RrM ••••••• * ••• - •••••• - •••••••••••••••••• - •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
RE" FIGURE PROBABILITY FOR ONE SQUARr 
S7=INTIPIII/100':Rl=PIII-~7.100 
RO=S'+IR11 •• 16E-l 
L=INTIAIS71/100':FO=AIS7'-L·lnO 
IF L<>6 THEN L=C9II' 
DO=-S III IW 
F5=0:F .. =1 
IF L=6 GOTO 2"20 
F5=IS3IL'.W*SILI+C*SIL'*SIL"/IS3ILI*w*S9ILl+C*S9IL'*S91L)' 











* •••••• * ••••••• ** ••••••• * ••••••••••• * •••••• ~ •• ** ••• ** ••• e •••••••••••••••• 
SHOWTI"E •• , ••••••••••••• FORMATTING AND OIlTPUT PROGRAM 
ALL FILES IN SHOWTIME HAVE AL~EADY BErN CREATED IN IMPLEMENTING 
THE OTHER PROGRAMS. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10 REM SHOWT IMf 
20 CLOSE7:0PEN"CON:",7,0 
30 DI~ NSI9, .. '.PS(11,a$18'.Lsll,73',QOSI~),N1SI~.41,L1S173' 
.. 0 01" MSI2'.M1S121,M2SI?',M~'I~I,DSI2',n2s121,HSI2',H2S12',Q3$125,2) 
50 Di n RSIl,.a9S139"Q8sI22'.Q7S(9,21,0313',Q6SI10,2"Q5S170 1 ,Q4S115,21 
60 N~!1'="NORTHWEST":NS(2)="NORTHEAST" 
70 N$13'="SOUTHWEST":NSI .. '="SOUTHEAST" 
80 aQS="WHICH QUADRANT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE?" 
90 Q8S="fNTER AN OPTION NUMBER" 
100 Q7S(1I="TEMP."AP":Q7S12)="DAII Y.MAP" 
110 Q6SI1,="HALF HOUR":Q~SI2'="CU~ULATIVE" 
120 '~S=II •••••• ** ••••••• * ••••• * ••••••••••••••••• * ••••• * ••••••••••••••• " 
130 g .. S(1)=" LIGHTNING ":a4SI?'=" EXPEcTEn FIRE" 
140 Q3Slll=" STRIKES I N THE QUADRANT." 
150 ~~SI2'=" SQUARES EXPECTING FIRES." 
160 0311'=21:0312'="3:031~1="2 
170 N1S111="NW":N1S121="Nr":N1S131="SW":N1S14'="~E":P=38:P1=1:L8= .. 3 



















































kiM GET USER INPUT 
ONERROR GOTO 210 
PRINT ON17'09S11.P, I" INW.NF.SW.SE'" 
INPUT ONI7'OOS 
RfM ••••••••••••• * •••• **.* ••••• *** ••••••••••• **.* •• * ~ * •••••• 
1=1 
IF 00S=N1SII, THEN 00=1: GOTO 280 
I=I+l:IF I)" GO TO 210 EL~E 250 
RE" •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
IF P=15 THEN '110 
PRI~T ONI7': PRINT ONI7'" OPTIO~S" 
PRINT ONI7'" LIGHTNING MAPS" 
PRINT ONI7'" 1. LAST HALF HOUR" 
PRINT ONI7'" 2. CUMULATIvE" 
PRINT ONI7'" EXPECTED FIRE HAPS" 
PRINT ONI7'" 3. LAST HALF HOUR" 
PRINT ONI7," 'I. CUMULATIVE" 
PRINT ONI1'" OTHERS" 
PRINT ONI7'" 5. 1 AND 2" 
PRINT ONI7'" 6. 3 ANn 'I" 
PRINT ONI7'" 7. 2 AND 'I" 
RF" •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ONERROA GOTO '120 
PRINT ONI7'08SIP1' 
HJPUT ON 17' 02 
. RF~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
IF 02<1 OR 02)7 THEN '120 
IF 02)'1 THEN 02=03102-'1' 
IF 02=0 GO TO 960 
04=INTI02/10':01=02-IOII*10':0'=01l:Oll=1 
IF 01)2 THEN 0'1=2:01=01-2 
Rr~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ONERROR GO TO 920 
REM ; REQUESTED MAP 
CLOSE2:0PEN Q7SI011.2.0 
I NFILE ONI2.0'S 
IF S(O GOTO 5'10 ELSE OUTFILE ONI2.0'~+1 
I NFILE ON(2'MS.DS.HS.M1S 
I NFILE ON I2'M2S.D2S.H2S.M~S 
I NFILE ON(2'Lll,.L(21 
I NFILE ON(2'LI3'.LI4, 
R9='I 
IF 00=1 GO TO 6110 
FOR 1=1 TO 00-1:R9=R9+LIII:NEXTI 
INFILE ON(2.R9'K9.L9.P9 
PRINT ONI7': PRINT ONI7,CHRS(12' 
PRI NT ONI7'"THIS IS THE" I NS(QO' I" " I Q6!101' I OllS(Oll' I"MAP." 
PRI NT QN(1'"THIS MAP COVERS THE PERIOn" 
















































PRINT ONI7'" TO "IM'SI"I"ID2SI" "IH'SI":"IM3SI" (HOT'" 
IF L(00')2 THEN 110 ELSE PRINT ON(7' 
PRINT ON(7'"NO LIGHTNING IN THE" I NSIOO' I" HAP AREA.": GOTO 910 
PRINT ON 17' 05S 
PRINT ON(7' 
REM •••••••••••••••••• * ••• * ••••• * ••••••••• * ••• * •••••••••••••• * 
Rl=1:P2=1:K8=0 




IF Rl<)R2 THEN 830 
IF P2=C2 THEN J=P2: ~OTO 820 
FOR J=P2 TO (C2-1':LS(J'=" ":NEXTJ 
LS(J'=PS:P2=J+l: GOTO 870 
FOR K=l TO P2-1: PRINT ONI7'Ls(K' I :NEXTK: PRINT ON(7' 
Q1=Rl+1:P2=1:LS(1'=" " 
IF Rl<=L8 GOTO 790 
PRINT ON(7'"INTERNAL ERROR. UNABLE TO FINISH MAP.u:I=L(QO'+l 
NEXTI 
FOR K=1 TO P2-1: PRINT ONI1'LS(K' I :NEXTK: PRINT ONI7' 
PRINT ON 17' 
PRINT ON(7'"THERE WERE" I K8 I 03s(0~' 
PRINT ON17'05S 
INFILE ONI2.0'S:OUTFILE ON(2.0'S-1:CLOSE2 
PRINT ON(7': PRINT ONI7' 
GOTO '170 
REH •••••••••• **.*.***** •••••• ***** •••••••• **** ••• ** 
PRINT ON(1'"HORE MAPS? IY OR N'" 
INPUT ON(7'RS 
IF RS="N" T~!N STOP ELSE IF RS="Y" THEN P=15:Pl=10: GOTO 200 
GOTO 960 
RrM ••••• ****.* ••• * •••••• *****.****** •••• *** •••••••••• 
IF K9<=0 THEN PS="X" ELSE IF 1<9<10 THFN PS=STRS(K9' ELSE PS="*" 
IF K9)0 THEN K8=K8+K9 
RETURN 
REH ••••••••• **** •••••• *.* ••••••• * •••••••• * •• *** •••• * ••• *.***** 
PO=K9*P9 
IF L9=1010RL9=II201 THEN PS="X":RETURN 
IF PO<=O THEN PS=" ":RETURN 
K8=t<8+1 
IF PO<=.2 THEN PS="l":RETURN 
IF PO<=.II THEN PS="2":RFTURN 
IF PO<=.8 THEN PS="3" ELSE PS="II" 
RETURN 
RFH .************.*.*** •••• **.* •• ** •••• *.* ••••• *** •• ** •• 
END 
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The Intermountain Station, headquartered in Ogden, 
Utah, is one of eight regional experiment stations charged 
with providing ' scientific knowledge to help resource 
managers meet human needs and protect forest and range 
ecosystems. 
The Intermountain Station includes the States of 
Montana, Idaho, Utah, Nevada, and western Wyoming. 
About 231 miUion acres, or 8S percent, of the land area in the 
Station territory are classified as forest and rangeland. These 
lands include grasslands, deserts, shrublands, alpine areas, 
and well-stocked forests. They supply fiber for forest in-
dustries; minerals for energy and industrial development; and 
water for domestic and industrial consumption. They also 
prcwide recreation opportunities for millions of visitors each 
year. 
Field programs and research work units of the Station 
are maintained in: 
Boise, Idaho 
Bozeman, Montana (in cooperation with Montana 
State University) 
l ogan, Utah (in cooperation with Utah State 
University) 
Missoula, Montana (in cooperation with the 
University of Montana) 
Moscow, Idaho (in cooperation with the Univer-
sity of Idaho) 
Provo, Utah (in cooperation with Brigham Young 
University) 
Reno, Nevada (in cooperation with the University 
of Nevada) 
